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RIOTING RESUMED IN ATLANTA DEFEND THE
STREETS STAINED WITH BLOOD
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•
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VOL. 23, NUMBER 133

NEW YORK DEMOCRATS AND .
STENSLANO,
HORSE SUIT
COLLAPSES REPUBLICANS IN CONVENTION

...memmlipm••••••••=m11...•••••••••=momm

State Militia Raid Settlement Known as Brownsville,
JEROME PRACTICALLY
WITH- REPUBLICANS
ER
SANDERS
CLAIMS GREAT BANK LOOTER'S NERVE
STILL UP
Placing 257 Negroes Under Arrest---Last Night OFFIC
DRAWS FROM RACE.
HACK TURNED ANIMAL
AIR AT SARATOGA.
GAVE WAY UPON AROVER TO HIM.
Ant of Terror to Residents of Cit7---(ttficers Fired
RIVAL.
lipon From Ambush, One Dropping Dead in His
ANYBC:7 13 5:F2AT aA767 AOLMOn
........ • I.
Tracks, Others Being Badly Wounded.
HON. NAL CORBETT
VW TURN STATES
on
May Concentrate ea Cystaliz
REPRESENTS SOCIETY
EVIOSICE--TELLS ALL Oppositi
ariou of_ Sentiment Not
Either Judge
Gaynor or
ficient
to Make Accurate
.11F.GRO ASSAULTS WHITE WOMAN IN MOBILE
Mayor Adam.
Prediction.
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WILLIAM GREEK IS CHARGED THEODORE SAYS HIS FATHE
R
WITH SELLING LIQUOR
WILL PLEAD GUILTY TO
Atlanta, Ga.,„ Sept. 25.—An inter- ports. The number
LOCK NOT IMPROBABLE
WITHOUT LICENSE.
of negroes d:ai
INDICTMENTS.
BLACK DEVELOPS STREN
sriew with Maj. Williamson of the is not known,
GTH
possibly it never
•
liMernampaigh
,
state militia, who commanded the will be known,
but the officers in
•k raid in Brownsville early today, re- the darkness claim to have counted L. Bauman Jewelry Company Filed For Embezzlement up to fiaoo,000— Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 25.—District Saratoga, N. Y., Sept.
sulted in a statement substantially as horn 6 to 15 dead
Attorney Jierome's candidacy for
25.—There
Suits Against Jewler Joseph Sowgov- has been no such
or dying negroes
Was Engaged to be Marernor was practically withdrawn
follows:
srystalization of
on the ground. The excitement of
toers For Money Due
sentiment in favor of any one candiried.
day at an adjourned meeting of
Following the attack on a force of the fight and the
the
,darkness of the
so-called Albany conference of anti- dlate for the Republican nomination
county police late last night, it was night made the counting
uncertain
Hearst men. At the meeting, which for governor of New York as to
deeided to raid what is known as
County Policeman Heard with _ten
make it possible to predict witis
Officer
Thomas
Sanders
was
of
the
New
attended by
York,
acSept.
25.—Pau
Brownsville, including Clark Univer- other officers and
l 0.
Representatives curacy .the
ten citizens sworn -Humane Society for this city, yes- Stensland, bank
choice that will be made
from
about
twenty-five counties, it by
looter, arrived yessity, an institution for
negroes, :n as deputies, learning that r,g
the Republican state conventTon,
was decided that the delegate
oes terday informed the organization's terday and is now in Mulberr
y Street
s opwhich has in the past received large were gathering, went
to
sperse lawyer, Hon. Hal S. Corbett, of the. jail. He will be taken to Chicago
posed to the nomination of William which will be called to order at noon
support from Northern philanthrop- them. As they approac
on
hed M
Randolph Hearst should? concentrate today. Ex-Gov. Frank S. Black has
institution by John Hack of the $200 the Twentieth Cntury
ists. With two companies of state ough avenue, an unknown
limited. He on
developed some strength, but he is
numbe
either
suit against the officer in the circuit will arrive there Wednesday
militia, the Governor's Horse Guard, isegroes, hidden behind
morning. Adam, as Judge Gaynor or Mayor quoted as saying he will be a canfences an court. Lawyer Corbett is now pre->
expediency may require.
Theodore Stensland said: "My fathand a force of county police and under houses, fired a volley. PoliceBuffalo, N. Y., Sept. 25.—The ac- didate only on the unanimous demand
ng the defense to the litigation, er says he is going back to Chicago
eftisangspecially sworn in ns deputies man Heard fell dead.
tion of the Democratic state com- of the delegates, and New York counPoliceman whic comes up during the coming to tell everything he knows.
ty, with Iso
He will mittee last night in
,Maj. Williamson carefully disposed Frank Jordan, himself wounded
in term o civil court.
referring all con- opposed to votes, is alleged to be
plead 'guilty to the indictments
him and for Charles F.
his force during the late hours of the the head using the dead body
tests
to
the
'convent
ion meets with Hughes,
of
Mr. S nders yesterday said he did against him for embezzlement up to
the
insurance investigator.
night, surrounding with a skirmish Hawk_ emptied three rounds
general
approval" and will facilitate
into the not foto 'JAM.the horse away from $400.000. All over that
Lieut-Gov. M. Linn Bruce's friends
sum must the work of organization
trie tire entire section, covering negroes, apparently avengin
before the are hopeful
g the Hack, as he latter claimed, but that be laid to Henry W.
that he will be chosen,
Hering and Democratic state convention,
about fifteen s.,.res.
cold-blooded assassination. The other Hack tur d it over
which
the
the
to
men
official.
who
worked
with
him to will begin at noon in what was form- particularly as he has some friends
Ordered to Hold up Hands.
casualties were Policeman Odurn, Hack had been given the
in the New York county delegati
horse by wreck the bank. Against these men erly the Armory and which
on
'hen daylight came and the lie- wounded in the head;
has a and as Mr. Hughes'
.
Policeman A. Grocer Bo lin and was leading it out he will turn state's evidence
up-state strength
seating
."
capacity of about 4,000.
oes emerged from their homes, C Eubanks, wounded
in the leg; 'Broadway t the pasture, three piles
Paul 0. Stensland today admitted
At noon State Chairman Cord is said to be not great. There is
• they weer ordered t ohold up fneir Earnest Smith, a citizen, shot in the from the ci . The animal was so that he had been
Meyer
will introduce the temporary some talk of Secretary of State Elihn
engaged to marry
bands. Few had the temerity to dis- hip. Three of the party
Root and Judge Hiscock, but it canwere report- sick and his leg tendons drawn so Leone Langdon Key for several chairman, Lewis Nixon
of New York, not be said
obey. Not a shot was fired by the ed missing. The
to have taken definite
report of a general that the beast could not walk upon months, and only the fact
a
former
kader
of Tammany Hall.
that the
troops., the only shot being fired by fight and two killed at Howell's
Sta- its hoof, which was turned so that it precarious condition of the bank Mr. Nixon is expected to speak form in favor of either of the men
a citizen deputy, whch wounded a tion is declared at mir:ary
named.
headqua-- walked along upon the first joint.
could not be concealed prevented the briefly and then the convention will
negro In the foot. The too zealous ters to be false.
IMP
take
Other reports of
up
the work of namnig the difOfficer Sanders told Hack that he wedding.
officer was placed under arrest for trouble are equally
ferent
unfounded accord- would have to consnit a veterinary
committ
ees.
The
permanent
The latest indication of Steniland's
ds.obeying orders. In this way about ing to latest
organization of the convention may
information from the surgeon, before Hack could compel plan is this: He will plead guilty
to not
400 negroes were captured, including alleged seat of battle.
be reached until Wednesday.
the poor beast to walk to the pasture one indictment, turn state's evidence
professors and students of Clark Uni-1 Following th: killing
of Poticnnan three miles out in the county. The and be railroaded to the penitentiary There is apparently a disposition to
versity, and other negroes not cone Heard in
put over the serious work of the conSouth Atlantal last night. officer agreed to let the brute be car- with as light a sentence as possible.
neeted with the institution. Each one the force which accompa
vention until tomorrow, when it is
n:ed him and ried on, if the veterinarian said it
The
return
Stenslan
of
d was not
IN COMPANY THAT MADE A
was unable to give a plausible ac- were not diesal2ed
in the fight, pur- would not be detrimental to the dramatic. The newspapers in their planned to adopt the platform and
BIG
count of 'himself, if he was armed or sued the negroes.
ELECTRICAL
name
the
DEAL
candidat
es'
for
governor
,
They captured animal. Hack did not want to con- fght for the first information eonNEAR ST. LOUIS.
manifested a belligerent disposition, ten of the attackin
lieutena
nt-go
vernor,
secretary
of
g par.,.. Four es. sult with a veterinarian because it cernieg the returning prisoner alone
state, comptroller, attorney-general,
se he was put under arrest and sent to caped, six were
put ausael a street would cost him several dollars. At served to take the arrest from the
state treasurer and state engineer and
the Fulton county jail. About too car under the
gaa,d of the police this Hack agreed to turn the horse realm of the commonplace.
surveyor.
were so locked up. Among those ar- and deputies, and,
B-ought Out Concern That Supplied
were started for over to Officer Sanders, provided
Stensland, remarkably thin, silent
There of the leading candidates for
rested was the assassin of Policeman the county
Electricity to Five
jail in the centre of town. the latter would see that the owner and irriesseesea.s the center of an
Kir0ex- goverirr, W. R. Hearst, W, T.
Beard, who was killed in the attack
souri Towns.
As the car approached 491 Crews got back his bridle with which
he tremifi“-intArested coterie ehat tzie Ueggin Amt.-Wm. Sulzer, are from
a on the county pofic during the earlier etreet, a waiting
mob stopped the was leading the beast. The officer in va14 to!
legit from him a new name New York county; a fourth, Justice
dr part of the night. With him were car. Two
•
of the prisoners, Sam than took the horse and killed it and a new fact connected with the W. I. Gaynor, Is tram
-_-WWI
several witnesses to the shooting.
Accordi
ng
to
the
St.
Louis
McSounder and Wiley Brooks. made with an ave.
RepubMilwaukee Avenue State Bank. No- arid the fifth, J. N. Adam': is the lic of
Total Known Dead..
yesterday Me. A. C. Einstin
a hold dash for liberty. The mob
mayor of this city. Others are talked
succeede
body
d.
Try
Greek
Tomorro
w.
The total known dead as the result caught them
formerly of this city is in hte company
of in the event of a deadlock, which
In the front yard of the
Hints at a Greater Sensation.
Wm. Greek will be arraigned bethat bought out another company enof the night's encounters is reported home occupied
is
regarded
at the above number fore Justice Charles
as not improbable.
Stensland intimated that he would,
gaged in fternishing electrical curEmery tomorthis morning as five negroes, beside by
It has been arranged that when the rent
Mrs. R. C. Thompson, a 'highly row
morning on the charge of sell- at what seemed to him to be the
to five towns near St. Louis. Mr.
Policeman Heard, and Mrs. R. C.
time comes for a call of the delerespected white woman. The negroes ing
proper
time,
disclose
facts
that
Einstein is the son-in-law of Major
liquor
at his stand near the WalThompson. a wHite woman, who
gations for nominations for governor,
vere cut and beaten and left for lace
M. Bloom of this city, and for several
Park entrance without a license. might pros' sensational. He said Assemblyman
dropped dead from the excitement of dead.
W. V. Cook of Albany, years
Mrs Thompson, watching the
that
there
were
people
connecte
Mr. Einstein was it! charge of
d
It is claimed that Greek has dispos
witnessing the shooting of two negro exciting
the first delegation on the list, will
scene from the porch of her ed of
the Rowlandtown line of paducah,
intoxicantunt-tbitplace, and with the bank scandal that more address the convention, placing
persons. Two of the dead negroes
Mr. but six years ago he returned
home dropped dead from what is sup.
to St.
warrants to this effect have bean is- richly deserved the censure of the Hearst in nomination.
were tracked from the scene of the posed
to have been heart disease.
Louis and has since made that city
sued. He has been fined hundreds public than he. He did not name
attack on the police to their homes
The police force succeeded in
his home.
of dollars heretofore on this charge, these people. The New York detecby trails of blood. They were found bringing
the other four negroes sto but comprom
Saturday by John C. King to the
ESTIMABLE LADY
carefully
Coes
newspap
kept
the
er
ised
early today. Two r ore died at the
the casts and promtown and they are now locked up in
just consummated is rather a large
ised not to do so again, but it is people away from the prisoner.
hospital, both shot during last night's
the county jail.
Mrs. Mary Craft Passed Away Yes- one and the Republic has this to ,ay
Stenslan
Theodor
At
night
e
d
and
claimed
he has.
fight, and an unknown negro was
Judge • Lightfoot
of it:
Later it 'was discovered that Mcterday of Consumption.
fined him very heavily for. this of- his attorney, Herman Biumer of
• found dead near the scene of the
"The King
Electric
Saunder and Brooks were not dead.
criany,
Johnsto
wn,
Pa.,
held
long
a
conferfense,
but let him off light with the
sanie fight.
which furnishes light for Fergueon,
After
They were brought to the city and
a
lingerin
g
illness
with
understanding that he would sell no ence with the elder Sterisland. This
, Gov. Terrell, over the telephone. are
consumption
now reported to be dying.
Mrs.
Mary
A. De Hodiamont, Wellston, Clayton,
more. If he is convicted this time conference, it is asserted, developed
cis just declared to the Associated
Normandy, University City and other
Craft
passed
away
•
yesterda
y
Press that he does not believe it will
it is probable the comity judge will nothing except the plan of having
places
in the county, was sold last
morning
shortly before 5 o'clock, at
TROUBLE FEARED.
make him pay the full fines assessed Stensland plead guilty to one indictbe necessary to declare martial. law,
Saturday by John C. King to hte
their
home
631
in
Tenness
ee
street
some weeks ago. as it was with that ment, and take a railroad sentence to
II but as a precautionary measure he Mrs.
General Service and peveloping comJ. Touchstone Cruelly Assaulted
The deceasied was 44 yeare of age
Intends during the day to order sevunderstanding when let off then that the' perittentiary at Joliet. All of the
pany of St. Louis county, whose
and wife of Carpenter John Craft.
By Black Brute.
offices are at No. 1530 Pine street.
if Greek sold again he would have fight plans that had been so carefully
eral companies of the state militia
made were abandoned. The son con- She was a most estini.ible lady wigi According to A. C.
probably four, to be in Atlanta by 8
Einstein, the
Birmingham, Ala., Sept. 25.—A to pay the original fines in the coun- tented himself with
a touching con- many friends left to mourn her dis- president of the purchasing company,
o'clock tonight
special to the Niws from Mobile says ty court.
solution. Besides her husband, she it is the intention
sersation.
to merge the twcP
Another Encounter.
Charged With Cursing.
that excitement runs high at Oakdale
in survived by five children, Mes- companies under the probable
was
stated
It
tonight
with
absoTOMO
In another encounter between po- a suburb of
Wm.
Jones,
colored,
was
arrested
dames. Edward Perdew, William of the County Service company,
Mobile, as a result of a
li,.emen and negroes, about two miles desperate attempt
yesterday by Constable Shelton on lute. show of authority that Paul 0. Saffer,
Miss Lillie craft. John Craft which will in futine supply all lights
at criminal assault
Stensland had made no written coneast of the centre of the city, t ,vo by a negro
upon Mrs. J. Touchstone, the c'harge of cursing Annie Pryor, fession James }Cicely expressly said Jr., and Raymond Crafr.
and electric power for the county.
blacks were killed at 6 o'clock this a well
known resident of that place. colored. The warrant will be tried that he had received no such conteeThis morning at to o'clock the fun- "The purchase was made by A. C.
morning. Three officers went to the For two hours
this morning at To o'clock before
the woman fought
As‘istant State's
sion.
Attorney eral eervices occur at the re:idence. Einstein and Paul D. Cable, of Weblocality to stop promiscous firing. desperat
ely with the negro brute, pre- Justice Emery of the magistrate's Henry Olson declared that he carried with burial afterwards in. Oak Grove ster Groves, representing the General
The officers surrounded a house venting
Service and Developing company, for
'his evil designs after fighting court.
in his head only what information esmetery.
- where the nevrces had
arricaded him all over the room and enen after
Suits Instituted.
etoo,000. The King company is an
vouchsaf
prisoner
had
ed
been
his
by
.
- themselves. The blacks opened fire he had almost
outgrowth of the old Olive Branch
The L. Bauman Jewelry Company
RAILROADEP SHOT.
throttled her. If the
or on the officers and afte: a close- negro is captured
Electric Light and Power comapny of
he will probably of St. Louis filed suit yesterday in
range battle the negroes said to be be lynched.
FEMALE PRISONERiSe
the circuit court against J. D. SowCarpenter A. T. Henson of the I. Ferguson, which Age. King acquired
Trobule is feared.
'desperate characters, were killed.
•
ers, the local jeweler for Sue, claimC. bridge force, was brought here in 1898. The offices and poweeliouse
••••••••••••••
FLOCKINO TO BIRMINGHAM ed due on account for furnishing de- Sheriff Will Not Depart Until Next yesterday and put in the railroad hos- were removed to No. 6170 Baftmer
LAST NIGHT IN ATLANTA.
Week for Frankford With Them.
fendant goods.
pital. for treatment, Raving been shot avenue, and a plant of over 700-horse
C
Between sod and 3oo Negroes Reach
accidentally at Dycusburer. Ky. The power was installed. The equipments
The American Soda Company sued
of the plant consist of a 325-kilowatt
,One Policeman and Number of NeOgilvie
Sheriff
will
John
leave
not
There From Atlanta.
surgeons have not yet located the
the W. R. Hayes Drug Company for
generator and one of 200, two W W.
sometim
until
groes Killed.
Franknext
e
week
for
ball.
$240 claimed due upon notes defendboilers of 250-horse power, two shell
females
fort
negro
conwith
the
two
Birmingham, Ala., September 25.— ant executed to guarantee deferred
boilers of Too-horse power each and
Atlanta, Ga.. Sept. 25.—The reports It is estimate
OPENING EXERCISE.
d that between two and payments on the soda fountain virted during the criminal term of
one Keewance boiler of Too-horse
of slaughter in various parts of At- three hundred
circuit
court
came
that
close
to
a
negroes have arrived bought of plaintiff.
lanta since the sun went down, after in Birming
here last week. They are Lena Jack- Professor Bagby Entertained With power. Tffe company's franchise has
ham since Sunday noon, a
forty-twa years to run.
Benton
Court.
-the most careful _investigation possi- general exodus
son and Grace Bennett, both of
Several Vocal Selections.
of the blacks aparentMr Einstein denied that they were
/
. Judge Reed went back out to Benble at this time have resolved them- ly being
whom are given terms for trying to
on. Last night late a dozen ton yesterday morning,
acting
for anyone other than the
empaneled burn the home of a negress they
selves down to one fight between families
Yesterday morning as the opening General Service and Developing comof negroes congregated on the circuit court petit jury and
started "had it in" for.
a number of county policemen and one
exercises for the High School pupils, pany, and stated emphatically that he
of the principal corners of the trial of the different cases.
None
4 deputies and an unknown
Yesterday afternoon Deputy Sher- Professor George Baghy rendered and Mr. Cable would own and opernumber of city and were dazed as to where they yeseerday were of any imoprta
nce ex•
negroes. In the fight, which took wanted
to go. They could tell but cept that now on trial, and which ac- i iff Gus Rogers and the guards re- several rare vocal selections that ate the new concern.
I
place in South Atlanta, about three little
r
of the trouble in Atlanta saying cuses Joe Daniels of stealing T88 ties turned from F.ddyville, where at noon were heard with great interest.
ovommo.
•I
miles from the city's centre and in that they
Superintendent Lieh was confined
did not know what the from the Holcomb-Hayes Tie com- they took the men conviceed during
—Raymond. the 2-months-old son
011e vicinity of Clark University,
a fuss was about. The chief of police pany, which had them piled near the last term. They had no trouble yesterday at hie home with an at's.k of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Waters,. died
negro institution, County Policeman has
given no orders in regard to the Haddox's ferry ten miles above this getting the convicts to the peniten- of illness, and his duties were look- of scralet fever at 6 o'clock last evenJames L Heard was killed. ftsur otii- negroes
ed after by Professor Payne,
coming here and it is report. city on the Tennessee river. This tiary.
ing, at their -home in 310 Adams
er officers were wounded
case was engaging the entire attenstreets, and will be buried this afterand three
policemen were missing at last
state Senator Conn Linn of Murray
tion bf the court at adjourning time
Mr. Charles W. Cor.ant and wife of noon at a o'clock at Oak Grove cemere(Continued on Page Eight.)
arrived in the clty last evening.
Smithlancl are in the city.
yesterday.
tery.,
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THURSDAY

GROUNDS BACK OF
MACHINE SHOP

9

SEPT. 27, 1906

BARNUM
&
BAILEY
OPENING
FALL

FINISHED HIS
REV. OWEN
PROTRACTED GATHERING
YESTERDAY.

GREATEST SHOW OKI EARTH

JUST AS PRESENTED IN THE NATION'S METROPOLIS

'LITTLE CYPRESS HAS
LARGE CONGREHATION

Imported
Millinery

REV. W. E. CAVE LEFT YESTERDAY FOR FULTON TO ATTEND PRESBYTERY.

Presiding Elder Blackard Holds Final
Conference at Blalch's Chapel
Next Monday.

Where, During Its Phenomenal Inaugural Season of Five Weeks It Exhibited to More Than a Half Million Delighted
Spectators, and Again Proved Itself to be

The Wide World's Mightiest Amusement Institution
Equally at Home In Europe and America—In Close Touch With
Every Source of Original Arenic Endeavor, and Always the First te
Present the Newest and Latest Novelties in Circus Divertieemente

Has !streamed Every Big Fereigs Fishes to *erica

•

ITS LIKE HAS NEVER BEFORE EXISTED

First Time of the New and Dazzling Military and Allegorical Spectacle. Founded
on the Russo-Japanese War—
A Giganlic, Gorgeous and Gloriously-Vibrant Picture of Military and li_ytWlogical Pageantry—Fortunes Expended in Rich, Royal Costumes and
llian y-Beautifu
no y of War—Hundreds of Correctly tfi informed
of All Nations—Superb Impersonations of the Goddesses of Liberty and Soldiers
attended by Resrally-Apparelled Maidetn-Walting and Fat Trumpeters,Peace,
in Greet,
Golden Cars of Sett' e. with lietime of Hanclsom
=led Horses, Elephants and other Led

Costumes--Suits--Wraps

Rev. T. J. Owen )esterday morning closed his series of revival meetings he hal' been holding for Alte_ past
week or two at the Methodist church
in Little Cypress. Many conversions were effected and numerous additions made to the congregation
which is a growing one started several years ago by the Paducah divine
who has charge of all the mission
churches of this denomination in the
local vicinity. They have just recently completed their new building
at Little Cypress which now boasts
of one of the most flourishing congregations of any in the county.
Paducah Presbytery.
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First
Presbyterian church, left at 6 o'clock
last evening for Fulfon to attend the
annual gathering of the Paducah
Presbytery. 'Mr. J. M. Brunson, the
delegate from the local congregatioa
could not attend on account of belug half sick, and a:so from a busi
siess standpoint.
Last Conference.
Dr. J. W. Blackard, presiding elder of this district of the M. E.
Church South, will hold his last meet
ing of the quarterly conference of
Mayfield circuit, at Blaloch's chapel
Monday, October it. There will be
tireachang at it a. m. and a business
session of the conference in the afternoon. Dinner will be. spread on
the ground and a large attendance
is desired and expected.

e

Maintains Its Own European Agencies, and Pays More Money kw Top-Line AIM
Than All Other Shows Combined. It is Not a Mere Show—Ills
as University of Marvels—A National Institution of Cairene' Wonders,

•

A Resplendent Roving Pieter*
of Life, iteler and Pageantry
THE DASHING, DIVING, DEVIL.
WAGONS FATEFUL FLIGHT—

Tuesday --Wednesday

The Dip of Death
Young Lady Loo*ng the Gap in an
Automobile, Upekle-Do
A Fascinating, Fearful, Fnrore.Crsuting Sensation.
Costs $100 a second, and is Worth It—
"Hold' the Audience Spellbound, and
A

SEPTEMBER 25-26
The Latest Bicycle
Startler—Nete,
Nobel, Nertv—The

A Cordial Invitation is Extended to All TWO TWIRLS
Lovers of Fashion to View this Showing OF TERROR
---the Most Magnificent Display in the
Last
Ogilvie's.
Entire History of

Sends the Crowds Away Tingling With
Excitement.
-

46.

1
11,
0ANIW
'
110,

rIPO
;
ger
Aerial Somersaults bixs
Daring, Dextrous,
Scouting Wheelmen.
Winter's
Parisian Sensation
Now Seen for the First Time
in America.

KEW AtENIC ATTRACTIONS FROM EVERYWHERE

L Be OGILVIE & CO.
BROADWAY & FOURTH

Meetings Condone.

In Mid-Air and Upon
Presented In Three HIV,on Two
rome Racing Track, Under the
•Huge Hip
•
Tsa
1111.6•PV1011 ARTISTS
i
00
lE
p
i
of
12 Acres of Teem—
Omuta—
civic;Rare Wild
Three
Hero
Two
C.
Scan

14"led
woines-ilakiag
Acro
mhatie
rlig Marvel.ci
Children's Cimus—Forry Penny
lielhoter
itarncaa

ireaa

sir Laillyes
sr &pine Tomnsmeree—rt=

A GREAT BIG claws Or GREAT AND 81

TURES

Rev. Cates, who has been assasTwo Performance* Day,at and 8 P. IL
One Hour Fester for a Tour of the
sisting Eld. A. S Pettit in the reSpecial Displays ea for the En)o
t SIM=Promenade Ouneerte by Carl Clair's Famo011
vival at the Mayfield Baptist church
There will be no latrest Praad,.
tally a New and Seasatiosal Free Show will be gives en
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WANTED MAIDENS TO DANCE
AT GRAVE

BALDWIN PIANO

"Ten maidens of to years old at shall, between to and 12 o'clock in
Olost," accompanied by a fiddler and the forenoon of that day, dance for
two widows, will tomorrow, being the a quarter of an hour at least on the
feast day of St. James the Apostle, ground adjoining the mausoleum, and
4 • pay posthumous honor to the mem- after the dancing sing the tooth
ory of John Knill, one time the treas- Psalm to the fine old .tune to wpich
atrer of Gray's Inn, says the' Pall Mall the same is sung in St. Ives church.
4
One pound to the fiddler who shall
Cazette. The Knill festival is one of
the quaintest of Cornish celebrations, play to the girls.
Two pounds to two widows, 64
and hundreds of residents in the
western part of the country will trav- years and upwards, who shall acel to the town of St. Ives and ac- company the dancing and singing of
(company the curious procession, which the girls and certify to the trustees
Will march through the streets and that the ceremonies have been duly
-cross a gorse-covered moor to the performed.
great granite obelisk, which , 'was • One pound for white ribbons for
built as a mausoleum over 120 years the girls and widows, and a cockade
ago.
for the fiddler, to be worn on that
Every fatirlat . who has tramped iday and the Sunday following.
•
* I -along the cliffs which frame St. Ives
One pound for an account book and
cy,• stranger NV:10 1.:.; t:7•.'eled over the most picturesque bit
Five pounds to a man and wife,
of railway line in the west country widower or widow, 6o years of age
—the five miles between St. Erith and upward—the man being an inJunction and St. Ives—has probably habitant of St. Ives—who shall have
asked the history of the pyramid bred to the age of ten or upward, the
(which stands out boldly against the greatest number of legitimate chil*Icy line on the crest of the hill dien without parochial assistance.
Which dominates the fish•ng town; he
There is a second section of the
his been told with a smile that he trust which has some further curious
bad better come down again to see clauses. It is prescribed that when
the fun on Knill's day. His interroga- a certain sum of money shall have
tion may have elicited some rather accumulated in the chest beyond the
vague story of "a dinner for the may- above named payments, 5o pounds
or and the parson," but the true in- shall be distributed in addition to the
wardness of the festival he will only 25 pounds in the following manner:
Ten pounds as a marriage portion
get locally in vague terms and with
some amount of supercilious uncon- to the woman between 26 and 36
cern.
years old, being a native of St. Ives,
John Knill, lawyer, customs officer who shall have been married to a
and renowned) raider of smugglers, seaman, fisherman, firmer or laborer,
political agent and mayor, owed much residing in the borough between the
to his devotion to the political inter- 24th of December previously and the
ests of that Duke of Buckingham day following said feasts, that shall
!who, at the end of the eighteenth appear to the trustees to be the most
*ntury, became lord lieutenant of worthy regard being had to her duty
akeland; but he seems to have had and kindness to her parents or to her
ideas and aspirations of his own, for, friends who shall have brought her
after many years of public services, Wt.
be took up his residence in London,
Five yours& to the woman who
became a bencher of Gray's Inn' in 'shall be the best knitter of fishing
1804, filled the office of treasurer two!nets.
Five pounds to the one deemed to
years later, and signalized his tenure
of that office by presenting a coffee he the best curer and packer of pipot, inscribed in Latin, to the bench. cards for exportation.
Five pounds to the two follower
Most of his active service was, however, performed in the little Cornish boys judged to have best conducted'
town, which at that time was merely themselves in the preceding fishing
a fishing village, in a county whose season.
coves and bays afforded shelter to the
The balance to be divided among
"runner" of silks and spirits from the all the friendly societies in the borcoast of France. At the age of 3o ough, or if there be no such society,
Knill accepted what was at that time tiven among the 000r persons, 64
the very responsible post of collector years of age or triard, who have
of customs at St. Ives, and for twen- never received parochial relief.
Tomorrow, then, the mayor of St.
ty years he continued to keep a
watchful eye on the revenues of the Ives, in the presence of the vicar of
crown The twelve months succeed- the parish and the collector of cusing his retirement from that post toms, will open the chest, which has
found him on an expedition to Ja- been kept in the borough muniment
maica—a special tour of inspection on "room; and for the twenty-secondi time
behalf of the government; then he re- the terms of the bequest will be carHas few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with
turned to his post at St. Ives and ap- ried out to the very letter. The ten
pears to have conceived during this maidens have already been chosen,
latter residence his quaint scheme for and the dance to the tune of Old
perpetuating his memory. He had Hundred will be followed to the toast
been elected mayor of the borough of "The pious memory of John Krill,"
in the year before the mausoleum was "at some tavern in the town"
built, had commanded a company of
volunteers, and had with the consent
of the government, equipped a small
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam OT Hot Water Heating from
vessel to act as privatters against the
Manager.
smugglers, and on the outbreak of
war between France and America he
bad fitted out a fleet of privateers.
The erection of the mausoleum was NEWSPAPERS
AND PEOPLE
a protest against the then prevailing
ADVOCATES
STRENUOUS
within
dead
THE PROMPT PLUMBER,
practice of interring the
OF ITS ADOPTION.
the body of the church whose walls
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ter to Mr. Praed—a name which has
many associations with the parlia- The Idea Is Deep Rooted and In in Dueber Hampden watches, one of the most popular in the
Creasing Its Advocates
mentary history of St. Ives—Knill
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any investment you
Over the Country.
told his friend that be "abhorred the
wish. Let us repair yOnr watch.
practice." and that "the churchyard
Is already too small for the people."
PHONE 161 OLD
The pyramid under which he meant
At one time it was believed that
to be buried was built in courses of the Goldenrod or the Blacy-eyed Suif your clock is out of order we will call for it and warrant
huge stone, and an arch constructed san would become the adopted naevery job in our line of beautiful wedding presents in sterlIn the base gave entrance to the cav- tional flower, but ideas have someWe are offering
ing
silver, cut glass or hand painted china.
ity Which was only of sufficient size what changed. The fields and roaddays.
to
next
the
for
archway
prices
some
special
low
This
body.
to admit of one
sides are now largely ornamented by
was walled up, and from that time to great clusters of these two beautiful
this present year of grace this wall wild flowers and every vehicle going
has never been broken. John Knill to the country returns with great
was buried in London.
315 BROADWAY
bunches of them to be used by the
The quaint ceremony of tomorrow ladies in ornamenting their homes.
A. Konetzka, Je weler and Optician.
J.
is the strict carrying out of the terms They are both very beautiful flowers
of a deed of trust which this strange and either one would make an approman executed some years before his priate national flower, says the Hen- •411.10••••••••••--_-_
death. John Knill in this deed. which derson journal.
tion of ours, leading as it does in al- many signs that next winter, unlike
was drawn by a brother barrister of
The Tobacco Blossom.
most every enterprise known to man, last winter, will be unusually severe.
Gray's Inn, a Mr. Ritson, settled upThere has been, however, consid- should be 'backward about the adop- In the second place, there are bushes
on "the mayor and capital burgesses erable agitation of late in a large tion of a national emblem of some in all surrounding country. This is
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
of the borough of St. Ives and their number of the daily papers of the kind. England has its rose, France said to be nature's way of providing
successors iforever," an annuity of United States and several of the- to- its lily, Scotland its thistle, Ireland food for the birds, and a
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
ten pounds, to be paid out of the man- bacco journals regarding the adoption its shamrock and Japan its chrysanIT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW Olt
or of Gluvian, in the parish of Waw- of the blossom of the tobacco plant themum_ Why should not the Unit- of berries means a long and severe
winter.
This
is
prediction
supported
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
gan, near St. Columb, in the town as the emblematical national flower ed States have its tobacco flower?
by the statement from many secball of St. Ives at 12 o'clock at noon of our great republic.
interesting
is
that
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
question
This is a
tions that the corn husks are much
on the feast of the nativity of St.
While it is interesting to note the many today.
thicker this year than they have been
AND AGREEABLE HUES
John (Midsummer day) in every year, different reasons set forth by differin a long time, while news comes
and in default to be levied by distress ent writers as to why the tobacco
IT IS APPAORRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
from the mountain sections that there
• .on the said manod. The said ten flower should be adopted for this 'high
WILL BE COLD.
will be an enormous yield of acorns,
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
pounds is to be paid to the mayor, purpose, the majority of those who
and other
the collector of customs and the cler- advocate the idea seem to be united All Signs Point to an Unusually beechnuts, chestnuts
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
fruits of the forest upon which birds
of the parisb, to be deposited on the fact, that the tobacco plant
gyman
Winter.
Cruel
and
Hard
4
FOR ALL RINDS OF DECORATIONS.
and beasts depend for food during
by them in a chest secured by is something that is peculiar to the
sign
another
Still
winter
the
months.
their
three locks, of which. each of them is Nbrth American continent, and that
wise
in
Persons who are
.•
to have a key, and the box kept in it is grown in practically every sec- knowledge of the weather the/ is to of a long and cruel winter is found in
Theni tion of the country, north, south, east come predict that the back of the the activity of the barn mice. These
, the custody of the mayor.
little animals have already begun
.A'c- the curious provisions continue:
and west. The north has its planta- hot weather Is broken, and that soon
"At the mid of every five years on tions here and there, and extending the hot days will be a thing of the building their nests and observers
the feast day of St. James the Apos- south to Florida, Louisiana and Ter- past. They are of the wishbone agree that they are making this year%
tle 25 pounds shall be expended as as, tobacco enjoys a widespread cul- school of weather prophets, but it is nests unusually cozy and warm. Last
little atfollows:
tivation. The west also has an in- possible that they may be right, for year they seemed to give
"Ten pounds in a dinner for the terest in the industry and produces its they base their predictions on signs tention to the 'building of their winmayor, collector of cuStoms and share.
i w hich they say have never failed them ter homes, but this year they are not
clergyman, and two friends to be inIt is a fact not generally known in the past. In the first place, the only beginning to build them unvited by each of them, making a par- that the tobacco plant possesses a katydid has appeared, and it is con- usually early, but they are giving rety of nine persons, to dine at some very attractive pink blossom. Even fidently asserted that the appearance nutrIcable attention and care to their
tavern in the'town.
in tobacco growing districts the peo- of the katydid is a sure sign that cool construction. ALII of which signs
Five pounds to be divided equally ple are not as familiar with the flow- nights are at hand. Within six weeks point to a severe winter, and there
*Meng* ten maidens, natives of the er as they might be, for the reason after the first katydid has sung, frost are many people who place as much
ir 1
homely predicA borough and daughters of seamen, that it is seldom . allowed to come to Is sure to appear,, say these proph- confidence ind'othese
in the reports of the Both Phones No.•110
203, 205 B. Third
ets, and they point to aft untsreken tions as they
fshernsen or tinners, each of them maturity.
bureou.—Exchange.
weather
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thing,
record
strange
not exceeding to years of see, who
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Cyclone Insurance

Facts that can noi $6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR SITARS
be Denied:
When you buy Pittsburg Coal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified Campbell Building.
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
., no waste and
no dirt. no sulphur
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.

Abrm L Wei & Co.,
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owner of the Louisville Herald proposed to give $5,000 for it a few
weeks ago, and now he raises his
offer to $1o,000 and will post a forfeit
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER Car to build' the linea in the time required
(Incorporataed.)
by the ordnance. Strange how some HON. JOHN K. HENDRICK DEwork.
LIVERED FIRST SPEECH
At Register Building, 523 Broadway members of general councils
OF HIS CANDIDACY.
and vote for corporate interests
those
of
the
people.
against
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
Treasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
EXCELLENT REPORTS
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
The city attorney of Louisville
FROM OVER STATE
Entered at the Postoffice of Paadu- gives an opinion to the general councah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. cil that the city has the right and
power to regulate telephone rates. JURGE HAGER SPOKE AT
BENThis
opinion is the result of a fight
$5.00
TON YESTERDAY AND REOne Year
2.50 between the Cumberland Telephone
TURNED HERE.
Six Months
1.25 company and the
Three Months
city and it is the
.10
One Week
intention of the general council to
Anyone failing to receive this paper
fix the rates and let the company Louisville Dispatch Says Suit Has
to
matter
regularly should report the
Been Filed There to Prevent
The Register Office at once. Tele- fight it out in the courts.
Holding State Primary.
phone Cumberland 318.

Candidates at
Two Worthless
Benton Yesterday
Checks Cashed

THE REGISTER

PLOT TO KILL

RACKET' 'STORE

A. V. BAUER CLAIMS !RENE ++++++.1 1 1 1 +1 1 3 I 1- E. 1 14 1 1 1 1 14.1-1 1 1 1 3 1 414++++++++++++++
CLEMMONS GOT HIM TO
OUR
LINE
OF
NEW
DRESS
GOODS
FOR
FALL HAS JUST
CASH THEM.
BEEN PLACED ON SALE, AND WE INVITE YOU TO INSPECT
OUR STOCK BEFORE BUYING.
WOMAN CHARGED WITH
STEALING DRESS SKIRT

PLAIDS AND CHECKS

WE ARE SHOWING SOME BEAUTIFUL GRAY PLAIDS,
46k
INCHES WIDE, AT 98c AND Sias.
46-INCH GRAY STRIPE PANAMAS
Sz.35
5a-INCH BLUE STRIPE PANAMA
TRENTON
OFFICIALS
$1.48
ASK
46-INCH GRAY PANAMA
75c
THAT LOOKOUT BE KEPT
54-INCH GRAY PANAMA ..
$145
FOR RAY-REWARD.
36-INCH GRAY PLAID
50c
36-INCH BLUE PLAID
50c
SOME BRIGHT PLAIDS IN SILK AND WOOL, FOR WAISTS.
Chief Collins Receiving Complaints
AND CHILDREN'S DRESSES, AT
$1.00
About Women Locating in Re56-INCH FANCY GRAY CLOAKING, SUITABLE FOR MISSES AND
spectable Neighborhoods.
LADIES WRAPS, AT

RAIN PROW GOODS
Irene Clemmons, white, was arrested yesterday on the charge of getting A. V. Bauer to cash two worthless checks, one for $to and one for
$2, both drawn upon the First National bank. The Clemmons woman
formerly conducted a house on West
Court street, while Mr. Bauer is the
saloonist of Ninth and Washington
streets, and he charges that upon her
assertion that she had money in the
bank, he cashed the checks. He contends that afterwards it developed she
had no account at the financial institution mentioned.

52-INCH CRAVENETTES, IN OXFORD, TAN AND GRAY, AT
$1-00
52-INCH SHOWER-PROOF TAN CRAVENETTB AT-

Hon. John K.-Hendrick yesterday
at -Benton ofeliverect the opening
speech in h'is campaign for theft'
Democratic nomination for attorneyWOOL TAFFETA, THE SEASON'S CHOICE FABRIC, IN ALICE
CHARGED AGAINST TWO SA- general of this state. and was hard
OLD ROSE, RED. NAVY AND BLACK, 48-IN., AT
Wednesday, Morning, Sept. 26, .1906.
by hundreds of people who are
LOON MEN IN MT.
for him, and all strong party workSTERLING.
CHIFFON BROADCLOTH IN BLACK AND THE NEW SHADE OF
ers. The colonel spoke at co:iiiderDisorderly Places.
. RED, 48-IN., AT
able length for an impromptu speech,
11.50
In this issue is reproduced a - Por- Indicted for
Conspiracy to Put An and like all his addresses, its consisin
appeared
tion of an edit,. r'al that
tency and honesty struck the keynote,
Editor Out of the
SATIN-FINISHED PRUNELLA, ssa INCHES, BROWN, BLUE,
and he was loudly applauded throughWay.
the Atlanta Constitution last week
RED, NAVY AND BLACK.
announced
his
He
platform,
disout.
L-fore the race war in that city becussed the issues of the day and
gan, in which that paper urged the
away a highly pleased auctiturned
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Sept.. 25.-The
42-INCH ALL-WOOL, SILK FINISHED, IN RED, BROWN, GREEN,
Dress Skirt St03en.
authorities the close up the disorderMontgomery county grand jury today enve. In -making the speech he took
ROYAL, GRAY, NAVY AND BLACK, AT
Goile
Graves,
warcolored,
was
9k
ly saloons in that city and especially returned indictments against Phil H. advantage of the large crowd that
38-INCH, IN LAVANDER, OLD ROSE, BROWN, RED AND BLACK.
ranted
yesterday
PendDr.
J.
W.
by
by
fre.quented
neighboring
those in the quartrs
Davis' and Frank Gibbons, saloon- had gathered in that
36-INCH AT soc, IN ALL SHADES.
ley on the charge that she stole a
negroes. The advice of the Consti- keepers, charging them with conspir- city for the circuit court just now fine dress skirt belonging to the
36-INCH AT 35c, IN ALL SHADES.
The colonel and his daughter of the physician. Officer
tution was timely and good, but acy to have the Rev. B. W. Trimble, commencing.
of the Mt. Sterling Advocate, killed, friends were well phased at the init- Albert Senser arrested her.
The
came too late to stay the race war injured' or harmed.
ial audience and support accorded woman cooks for a South Fourth LUCANIA, 40-INCH, NAVY, BROWN, RED AND
GREEN AT. ..The
During the local option contest hint and his friends have no fears street family, and resides at 1113 ALBATROSS, 36-INCH, ALL
that broke out last Saturday night.
SHADES,
'INCLUDING
HIGH COLORS, AT
For .four days that city has been in here James Campbell, a stage driver, whatever of his nomination for this South Eleventh street.
.
went
to
Trimble's
threatoffice
and
in
second
that
is
exalted position.
a fever of excitement and a regiment ened to kill him
because of a publica- importance to the governor.
Got Another's BuggySatOn
duty.
on
is
militia
the
of
tion reflecting on his dying wife,
Colonel Hendrick returned last evEarly Avery. colored, was caught FRENCH SERGES, 36-INCH. IN GRAY, GREEN. ALICE, RED, NAurday, in four different parts of the which the saloonkeepers had told him ering, and shortly starts upon a tour here yestIrtsday and will be taken
VY, ROYAL AND BROWN, AT .
58c
City white vsornien were assaulted by appeared in the Advocate. He was of the state 'in the inticrest of his back to Clarksville, Tenn., today to
shown the falseness of the statement
nogroes and public sentiment became Iby files of the paper, knd then Camp- candidacy, but will not outline any answer the %barge of stealing an' buggy. Avery was located in BATISTE, A LIGHT-WEIGHT FABRIC, VERY POPULAR, IN ALL
speaking dates, as it is only others
in inflamed that the killing and bell gave a sworn statement and went het of
has Rowlandtown by Detectives Moore . LEADING SHADES, AT
He
primary.
until
the
wteeks
five
sec
wounding of negroes began until now before the grand jury.
only one opponent, Dillard Carter of and Baker who arrested him, and then $
Mr.
Trimble
fought
the
whisky
men
of
the deaths number a score or more. bitterly. He is widely ilatown in Lawrenceburg. but the dispatches telephoned Marshal Robertson
WE ARE SHOWING A FULL LINE OF so-INCH VENETIANS
Disorderly saloons are blamed for church circle% andi is recording secre- from over Kentucky do not show this Clarksville, who said he would come
today after the negro who
locked . AND BROADCLOTHS AT 98c, WORTH $1.25.
the viciousness of the negroes, and tary of the state organizations of the latter gentleman to be of a very for- in jail Avery claims he found the:
midable character, and the general
such places should be tolerated in no Christian church.
buggy and not knowing wfat to do
The grand jury also indicted Wal- eoncensus of opinion is that the stal- with
f
PANAMA, A VERY SERVICEABLE MATERIAL WE HAVE IT
it, sold the vehicle.
city. Here in Paducah several sii:h ter Harper, aprominent Republican i.art attorney of this city will have
es INCHES WIDE AT ....
soc, 75c AND 913c
cannot
we
and
flourish
politician, for bribery in the local op- a handsome majority election day.
dives still
54 INCHES WIDE AT.. ..
Reward.
Big
. ...... • •111.50
tion
election.
nom;naThese
seeking
candidates
indictments
do
authorities
All
the
understand why the
WOOL TAFFETAS. 44-INCH
The police department has received
. • .......9k
caused
a sensation. Seven other in- tions for state offkes have to have
•••••
WOOL TAFFETAS, 48-INCH
a letter from Sheriff W. S. aheiton of
not suppress them. They are a dictments were
$1.25
returned for vote-sell- their entrance fees depositkd by
VOILES
ARE
ALWAYS
FAVORITES.
Todd
county,
requesting
this
state,
WE
HAVE
IT
75e,
AT soc,
ciase to the city, and who is bene- ing, operating crap games and selling matt Monday with Mott Ayers, chairthat a lookout be kept for Godfrey 9ec AND $i.00fited by permitting them to remain whisky on Sunday.
comtnittee,
arrangements
taan of the
FRENCH SERGE
Ray, coloredi wanted • for killing
50c, 75c, 9k
who is maintaining headquartIcrt at Town Mlarshal John C. Dickinsonof
HEAVY SERGE
open? The police department stands
.
• • • 45c. 9k. $1.25. $1.35
Louisville. The entrance fee for at- Trenton, Ky., September Rth. It is
HERRINGBONE, MELROSE. FRENCH TWILL SILK WARP
for law and order, and it does seem
general is $1.Coo and Colonel thought he is liable to come this way. MELROSE, COLLINGDALE, VELOUR SUITING, TOILE, LANStorney
that just as soon as they are satisfied
Hendrick today forwards his check to The state has offerred a $.1o0 reward DOWNE. NUNS VEILING, FRENCH CORD AND MANY OTHER
that such place-4 are disorderly that
Chairftian Ayers, to cover his part for Ray's capture, and $350 has been DESIRABLE GOODS, RANGING IN PRICE FROM 9k TO $1.75A LINE OF LIGHT-WEIGHTFANCY BLACK GOODS, FIG-Itht'liext move would be to close
of the expense of holding the pri- added to this by the city c.f Trenton.
URES
AND STRIPES, AT 9k. $1-25. $1.50 and $175
Charged
With
Cursing.
caopens
a
man
mary.
them nu When a
A GOOD LINE OF 75c BLACK GOODS, INCLUDING
Sayer
was
James
warranted
yesterPkNAfor
candidate
the
Hager.
Judge
the
become
loon arC suffers it to
governor', spoke yesterday at Benton- day by Judge Puryear on the charge MAS, MAXILLAS, BLARNEY SUITING, SERGES AND RHO )PE.
-headquarters of criminals and idle
NUNS VEILING. 29-IN.
of having cursed Wilburn Springer.
35C
PRACTICE STARTS AT SEVEN also, and was greeted by a large
HENRIETTA. 36-IN.
negroes or whites, he is not entitled
35C
impressfavorably
seemed
crowd that
O'CLOCK AT BASEBALL
STORM SERGE, 36-IN
Many Complaints.
45c
tc a license and should be put out
ed with his remark:. Hie returned to
GROUNDS.
TOKYO VOILE, 46-IN
Chief
receiving
Collins
comis
50c
and
o'clock
this city tast night at 8-3o
of business; His place is menace to
BATISTE, 38-IN
plaints from a number of sections of
Sec
Central
the
for
morning
this
leaves
tt.e peace and welfare of the city.
the city, regarding dissolute characstate.
of
the
portion
Many Additional Boxes Sold Yesterters settling down in respectable porA special yesterday from Louisville tions of the residence districts. The
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW LINE OF SILK NETS
day at Good Figures, While
:!itensland's Home Coming.
stated a report was cunent that a good people living in adjoining FOR OVER-DRESSES, IN PLAIN, COIN
More Stables Will be Built.
DOT AND IN CHANTILsnit had been filed there to prevent houses have complained ;rongly, so LY LACE.. AT 65c. 75c. 98c $1.50 AND
Paul 0.
Notwithstanding that
$1
-75holding the primary November 6th says the chief.
Stensland wrecked a bank carrying
on the ground that the rule adopted
Lottie Jacobs, who conducted a
This evening at 7 o'clock sharp 1,y the state committee, was uncoilwith it death and disaster to others,
house
on West Court Fireet, has LOT OP TAFFETA FINISHED, PLAID HABUTAI SILK AT
50c
theft is something pathetic about his another practice will be held at the srtutional, where it forces anyone closed her establishment. rind the in- au-INCH PLAIDS AT
St.00
haseball grounds by the young ladles voting in the primary to disclose how mates
arc' moving to difTerent por- 27-INCH PLAIDS AT
years enhc+ine coming. Havirg
$1.20
and gentlemen. who are to take part
. ,
congressional tions of town. The other ',sleepers are 36-INCH SELF PLAIDS AT
last
the
in
voted,
he
$1.25
luxuries
comforts
and
joyed all the
in the drills next week during the lace. On being shown this dispat+7h preparing to close their ,laces also, 36-INCH FANCY SILKS, IN STRIPES
AND CHECKS, AT
$1.00
that wealth affords, the first keen llorse Show. Last night's rehrarsal Colonel Hendrick last night said he since Judge Reed issued his ulti- 36-INCH CHANGEABLE TAFFETA
$1.00
could
not
be
held
on
account
of
the
36
-INCH GUARANTEED BLACK TAFFETA
blow to the man as a criminal, fell
had not looked up 'he law on this matum that the dissolut( characters
lt.00
when upon 'his arrival at New York inclement weather, but the director, point, therefore could not say v hat must clear out of that -ortion of 36-INCH "SKINNER'S" TAFFETA
$1.75
Dr. J. Victor Voris, is desirous of
36-INCH PEAU DE SOIE
.
$1.00 AND $140
Monday, he became a prisotrzr in the everyoro being there tonight at the effect the suit would have but that Paducah by the first of r xt Decem- A CHOICE
LOT OF t8-INCH SILKS. IN STRIPES AND CNECKS,
was pretty rigid about corn- ber.
full sense of the word and was locked mentioned hour in order to get an the law
AT ..
relling anyone to cisclose low they
Soc
a cell five by eight feet in Aze. early start and continue practicing voted in any elcztion.
Watch Recovered.
for
about
two
hours. The young pen
with nothing but a board bench for
Another dispatch from Lquisvi1le -Yesterday the police department
OUR NEW LINES OF DRESS TRIMMINGS ARE
pie have had several rohe,arsals alreceived from Greenville, Ky., a
COMPLETE,
yesterday said as foloas:
his bed. When be was captured in
CONSISTING OF PERSIAN BANDS, SILK APPLIQUES,
lost
ready ard are getting themseves into
here
Liza
watch
Monday
by
IIcitry
Juice
VBIII•VET
r "The v!ithdrasval o
Morocco he was not put in prison but excelknt training.
Scott. colorer!, who came to attend, MEDALLIONS, PULL BRAIDS AND MANY FANCY NOVELTIES.
from the auditorship race
Hines
Fl;
A CHOICE LINE OF ALL-OVER LACE YOKING
the "Do Right" church convention.
guarded in a•houssie; on shipboard he
More Boxes Sold.
-BANDS AND
is the talk of - the day It is con :ed- The woman dropped the ticker that EDGES TO MATCH.
Yesterday many additional show
liad the freedom of the craft, but
ed that it virtually cinchr-s the eomi- was picked up by Mary Robinson, anAN ASSORTMENT OF BABY IRISH BANDS AND
EDGES TO
when be landed in this country ha boxes were sold by Mr. George nation of Judge S. W. Hager for giv- other colored delegate
from Green- MATCH.
Goodman, who has charge of this
treasurer
for
Laffoon
Ruby
einoi.
became a common ordinary prisoner. feature. and on whom many
ville. The latter left for home withpeople
attorney out knowing to whom the watch ti He broke down and wept when the called during th,e day and subscribed and John K. Hendrick for
•
.
OUR NEW PAON VELVET IS HERE IN BLACK
general. The position of Gov. B
AND COLORS
cell door closed him in. Hundreds of kr the boxes, which are the choice ham is gaining emery day in this city. longed. The loser notified Detective AT $1.00. THIS IS
A REGULAR 111.25 VALUE.
_
Moore who telephoned the Greenville
men who read of Stensland's cxp.:r- seats in the grand stand. Those buyJudge Hines said:
marshal
train
and
to
meet
the
recover
ing yesterday were Dr. Victor Voris,
"You can announce my withdrawal the watch from the Robinson woman
knee, are following in his foot-steps,‘
$to; W. J. Dicke, $to; Jamgs P.
WE HAVE MANY DESIRABLE
but it has never downed upon them Sleeth, $t5; John S. Bleecker, $15, from the race for auditor. I .lisve who gave it up. It was sent back GOODS-CHEVIOTS, PANAMAS, MATERIALS IN OUR WHITE
MOHAIR, BROADCLOTH, DOTthe situation yesterday.
that a similar fate may be awaiting Daniel Fitzpatrick, $to; William Kat- looked carefully o‘er
TED BEDFORDSORD. SERGES, ALBATROSS
AND NUNS VEILremain
to
convinced
that
and am
ING.
them. They are rushing headlong to terjohn $16; Ben Billings, $15; Mrs. thle race would men a hard. close
Looking For Son.
their doom, by becoming mixed up Armour Gardner, $1o; MTS. Hal. S. fight, and in the interest of the
Fannie Rogers. colored, of 112
Corbet, $to; Eli G. Boone, $to.
party, as well as in the interest of South Ninth, notified the ofOcers yesin gambling, speculating and in out27-INCH PRESSED FLANNEL, FOR INFANTS'
There ark. several more boxes left,
SACQUES, IN
. be terday that she had heard nothing of BLUE, PINK AND WHITE, AT 65c.
side venrures. The safest plan for but as the demand seems to be so several friend's, whose affairs wi:.
simplifPd by my withdrawal, I have her one-armed son since August 8th
all banks to follow is to compel its great for them the promoters w.11 by
decided to quit the fight."
and fears something has befallen him.
officers and employes to attend the end of this week ha*, built about
officers are helping in the search.
The
strictly to the banks business and nine more four-seat boxes, as there
is room sufficient for these at the
Hon. John K. Hendrick left yesnever suffer them to'become interest- +cnd of the
tier already atanding. The terday for Benton, to attend tircuit
THE PROLIFIC TICK.
ed in outside deals. Many an honest sales of yesterday
makes the total court.
siranan becomes involved in financial box receipts thus far $533.
Commodore Given Fowelr returned
yesterday morning from a trip to Clocks Tick Slowly Compared to This -illgiculties, and in order to extricate
Insect Egg Layer.
August 15 these eggs will have hatch- partment
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Fleming, Mrs. Louisville.
himself. he almost unconsciously
of agriculture, such a multithe
lienneberger,
Lena
Miss
ed
,one-half, Or 2,250,000 being fe- plication
Chandler,
Misses Miay Fleming, Katie
cannot happen, as such a
cootmits acts that are criminal, and
to
went
yesterday
trained
nurse,
males,
In
the
generations
Gulf
which
states
four
by September 4 wig number of
Davis and Katie Barnett of Birdsville
once he takes that step he sinks were in the city yesterday.
to
nurse
Paris, Tenn.,
a patiest.,
of ticks will often be hatched in one have becosrie engorged and laid 2,- their hosts, parasites would destroy
and the species would thus
Rock
Big
of
Pinner
Mrs.
Lou
season
Suppose we have two eggs 250,000 times 30o0, or 6,750,0oomoci destroy
&epee and dedper and is finally exMrs. D. Harkness, proprietress of
itself..
Nature does not world
visafter
home
returned
carried over the winter that •hatch
eggs, and these will hatch by Octo- that way. To preserve
the Creal Springs, Ill., hotel, was here Penn., has
posed and ruined.
the species she
Iting her aunts, Mesdames 'Mollie April 15, a male and a female. This ber 15.
yesterday.
One-half of these-that is, destroys Q goodly tormber of all
have
female will
become engorged, 3,375,000,000-being ft
Mrs J.'W. Hall and Mrs. Jack Hall Cole and Susan Keller.
maks, will en- broods, and thus preserves the host
Mr. Leslie Miller and wife. 'and and will have laid about 3o0o eggs by 1 gorge and drop irregularly and
The general' council of Louisville is of Grahamville were, here yesterday
go and the tick. • But the figures show
and
these
eggs
15,
went
will
to
have
.May
Miler, yesterday
through the winter as adults, or will that, if the host is furnished, the ticks
trying very har.4 to give away a spending the day with the former's Mr. Rollie
hatchedy June t6. Fifteen hundred
visit in Princ on.
brother, ,Mr. James Lane.
,lay eggs that May pass through the will multiply so enormously as to envaluable street mi.:way franchise to
Mrs. Anne Berryman of Clarksville, of these seed ticks may be females,'winter and. be ready
Miessre, George Wallace san4 Oscar
to h
during damper the existence of the host. In
traction compiny, w:.ien the grant is Gregory returned yesterday from T•onn., arrives next week to visit Mrs, and these will have become engorged
;the
first
seasonable
,weather
br
in
nurieng
he other words, it is quite posrible fal
_
and witrhave laid tsoo times 300worth thousands of dollar.
The Chicago.
Campbell FIrnoy,
the ticks, as parasites, to kill cattid...,
early spring.
47 JillY IS- By
ekee J4400•bect earli"
Of course, says a report of the de- outright.-Philadelphia Record.

WOOL TAFFETA

SPECIAL BROADCLOTH

PRIJNELLS

HCENRIETTAS

LIJCANIA CLOTH

FRENCH SERGES

FINE BATISTE

VENETIANS AND BROADCIOTHS •
BLACK DRESS GOODS

EARLY DRILL
THIS EVENING

NETS

SILKS

TRIMMINGS

VELVETS

WHITE WOOL GOODS

PRESSED FLANNEL

PURCUMHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
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Effortirtirforce Rehkopf Establishment
Into Bankruptcy

E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE!f3i1W KENTUCKY
Coil sold on the market. Why send. your money out
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product
for less money,and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.

W

UNITED STATES COURT
ORDERS CAME YESTERDAY FROM
AND
DIRECTING FIRM TO APPEAR THERE OCTOBER 4TH,
BE FORCED INTO
NOT
SHOULD
IT
WHY
CAUSE
SHOW
BANKRUPTCY—ASSIGNEE BARBER YESTERDAY GOT OUT
OF ANY WAREAN INJUNCTION TO PREVENT DISPOSAL
OF LITIGALTIPLICITY
PROPERTY—MU
OTHER
HOUSE OR
TION ARISES.
warehouse keeper, to
A multiplicity of litigation is aris- O'Brien, as
'firm, warehouse
issue
to
Rehkopf
the
SadRehkopf
ing as a result of the E.
by the
• dlery company making an assignment, receipts, which were taken
Amerthe
at
up
put
firm
Rehkopf
and
in
taken
that
is
move
latest
and the
secure
the United States court at Louisville, ican-German National bank to
where creditors of the Paducah firm a loan of money.
have filed a petition to force the firm 'Assignee Barber now claims that Mr.
into bankruptcy. The papers in the O'Brien, the American-German bank,
case reached this city, yesterday Starks-Ullman and the Rehkopf firm,
morning and were served by Deputy have moved much of the goods to
comUnited States Marshal Wade Brown the Cohankus Manufacturing
Boyd
and
Ninth
pany's
plant
on
of
others
itehkopf and the
claims
the incorporated concern. The dcicta- streets. The assignee also
disto
being
made
are
attempts
that
before
appear
to
ments cite the firm
Judge Cochran at Louisville, October pose of the goods, and that Starks4th, to show causewhy the Paducah Ullman have taken over some of
company should not go into bank- them. In order to prevent the stock
from being bothered, the assignee
ruptcy.
filed the suit in the circuit court, the
into
firm
the
force
The papers to
and
bankruptcy were filed by hte Pfister- restraining order was issued
served.
quickly
Vogel Leather company of MassachuAssignee Barber was to have his
setts, David L. Van Culin of this city,
of liabilities and) assets filed
schedule
of
company
and the Linen Thread
Boston, Mass. It is alleged that the with the county court by today, but
it being such a large task Judge
Rehkopf firm owes the Pfister-Vogel
leather Lightfoot. Monday gave the assignee
concern about $5,000 for
goods bought of them, while the until Saturday to get up his statecanLinen Thread company is owed about ment. Now Mi. Barber finds tie
$too for thread furnished Rehkopf's not do it by that time, so yesterday
company. David L. Van Cubn has a the judge issued an order in his
claim of $15.75 against the collapsed court, giving the assignee until October 29th to file the schedule. This
firm.
will give ample time. This order of
Ky.,
Maysville.
Judge Cochran is of
and occupies the federal court bench extension was issued before there was
for the Eastern district of Kentucky, served on the assignee the bankbut he is looking after the Western ruptcy papers from Louisville. After
district for Judge Whiter Evans while the latter papers were served. Mr.
the latter is absent touring Europe Barber stated that he would conwith his family. Judge Cochran will tinue at his work as assignee, and
be at Louisville to hear the proceed- get up the schedule of liabilities and
assets, unless stopped by some court
ing one week from tomorrow.
Another turn taken in this assign- order. He says if the federal court
ment yesterday was when Assignee orders the firm into bankrutpcy, a
Richard J. Barber obtained an in- trustee will be selected to take charge
junction against E. Rehkopf, the of the property, and this may obviate
American-German National bank, W. the necessity for an assignee, but that
S. O'Brien and the Starks-Ullman he has to continue at his work as ascompany to prevent them from inter- signee until stopped by some legal
fering with the stock of the E. Reh- procedure.
Yesterday in the circuit court the
kopf Saddlery company. The petition
for a restraining order was filed in following firms filed suits against the
the circuit court, after an order di- F.. Rehkopf firm, claiming the sums
recting this had been issued by Judge mentioned for goot furnished the
the! company,
house;
court. Paducah
the county
Lightfoot in
Judge Reed Is out of the city $146.o3; International Harness comFaots-Reyaolds,
$149.38;
attending court at Benton, and Cir- pany,
cuit Clerk Joseph A. Miller issued the $18944; W. IF. Hoover, $.235.2o. The
temporary restraining order, that is Gray-Dudley firm of Nashville, Tenn.,
effective until Judge Reed can return filed suit to reclaim $348.45 worth of
property sold Rehkopf, arid asks in
and take up the matter.
It seems that the ReMoopf concern addition $aoo damages," because of
had set the building. No. iii South Rehtkioprs retention of the goods
It is understood, that a number of
Second street, aside as a warehouse,
and put in charge as warehouse keep- other actions are to be instituted by
er, W. S. O'Brien the well known creditors from different portions of
bookkeeper of this city. This build- the country, and present indications
ing is one of the several on South are for a 1pug-drawn-cut legal battle
Second occupied by the Rehkopf firm, over the assignment.
but owned by E. Rehkopf, president,
The bankruptcy papers, like all the
the firm other suits, are against the E. Rehh is said
individually
stored a large amount of goods in kopf Saddkry company, and not
No. It: South .Second, and had Mr. against E. •Rehkopf individually.

When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enterprises, and when you buy Luzern()
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.

Get Our Prices
Both phones 70

We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
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Barry a n d
Henneberger

inside blinds from the second tier of
windlows in the circuit courtroom at
the county courthouse. On gloomy
days the interior of the room is very'
dark, unless the glaring electric lights
are turned on, and in order to have
plenty of light at all hours the blinds
from the upper tier are removed permanently.
Property Sold.
TAKE
WILL
AGAIN DEPUTY MARSHAL GOES UP FISCAL COURT
M.
L.
STEPHON
Property in Woodville, this county,
THIS UP AT ITS COMING
TODAY TO EDDYVILLE AFCHARGED WITH VIOLAThas been sold by B. M. Anderson to
SESSION.
ING THE LAW.
TER HIM.
T. E. Anderson for $t, and the deed
Sled for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
Mose Anderson Put Under $aoo Bond Attempts Being Made to Force ElliJohn Vogt bought from W. F. Paxto Keep the Peace Towards
son Mercantile Company Into
ton for $175 property at Eighth and
Carrie Robinson.
Bachman streets.
Bankruptcy.
State Liquor License,
Theodore Peters of io4o Broadway
liquor license to
L. Mt Stephon, the druggist, was
Deputy United States Marshal BLINDS TAKEN DOWN FROM has sold his state
Mftchell and Deartnond, who trahsarraigned before Judge Puryear in the Wade Brown will go up to the
SECOND TIER OF WINDOWS
ferred it to 1132 South Eleventh
police court yesterday morning on the
AT THE COURTHOUSE.
branch penitentiary at Eddyville tostreet.
charge of selling cocaine to different
day and get LincloMurphy, who will
Waived Her Right.
parties without a doctor's prescripfrom
the
Catherine Fletcher in the county
tion. The police learned of the al- this morning be released
Is
Peters State license
court yesterday waived her right to
leged selling and had the purchasers prison where he has been serving Theodore
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Mr. Austin Will Probe* Return to
His First Love, That of
Steamboating.

Chief James Collins of the police
department has selected Mr. Henry
Searnon as the temporary driver of
the police patron wagon, pending the
election, by the commissioners, of a
successor to John Austin, who resigned as result of the investigation
held Monday evening. Mr. Seamen
was some years ag,o on the police
department, hut for the past few years
has been assistant overseer of the
lockup chain gang. and also connected
with the public -street department. He
is a very good man, and will probably
be electid permanently to the position by the board when it meets the
second Monday of next month. There
are already many applicants for the
position, but it is believed that the
temporary driver will be made permanent.
Mr. Austin, who. resigned his place,
is an cild stearraboatman, having followed that profession for years, and
probabilifkes are that he will return
to his ink love, is he is sone of the
beat known mates on the streams
totsching this point.
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....Sterling Silverware..

Jeweler

JillWolff

Now is the time for you to fill your coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 11c

Besi Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."

II. Al Cunningham,
Phenest Old 960,;New 245.
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SCALY ECZEMA
Strong Fresh
ALL OVER BODY SPICES
Eruptions Appeared on Chest, and
Face and Neck Were All Broken
and Crusts Formed
Out
— Iowa Lady, Has Great Faith
In Cuticura Remedies for Skin
Diseases.

ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA

,
.41

"I had an eruption appear
chest and body and extend up
and downwards, so that my neck arid
face were all broken out; also my arms
and the lower limbs as far as the imam.
I at first thought it was prickly beat.
But soon scales or crusts formed where
the breaking out was. Instead of going
to a physician, I purchased a oomplete
treatment of the Cuticura Remedies, in
which I had greet faith, and all was
satisfactory. A year or two later the
only a little
eruption appeared
time to spread
lower: but beforeit
I procured another supply of the Cuticura Remedies, and continued the'r use
until the cure was complete. It is now
five years sinee the last attack, and
have not seen any signs of a return. I
have taken about three bottles of the
Cuticura Resolvent, and do not know
how much of the Soap or Oitaanent, as
I always keep them with ro-r, probably
one half dozen of each.
"I decided to give the C•tticura Remedies a trial after I had seen the results
an
of their treatment of cczems on
infant belonging to one of our neighbors. The parent took t e child to the
nearest physician, but his tivatment did
no good. So they procured the Cuticura
Remedies and cured her with them.
When they began using Cuticura Remedies her face was terribly disfigured
with tierce, but she was entirely cured,
of
for I saw the same child at the agethe
me
five years, and her mother toldsince.
I
eczema had never broken out
have more faith in Cuticura Remedies
I know
for skin diseases than anything
E.
of. I am, respectfully yours, Emma
Willson, Liscomb, Iowa, Oct. 1, 190.5."
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Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
who has akeady used"ordinary"
spices.. Our spices ere

pure,

and fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone

can

giye.

Use

them in your canning pickling
and preserving.

J. 11. Oehlschlaeuer
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Paducah and St. Louis. Train Om connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For farther information, &dims,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Vket Office, Paducah, ILY.
R. M. PRATHER, Thant Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Kg.
P. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo sirritle, Kg.
JOHN A. scorr, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tens.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Oases, IX
W.
tair's (44
BRILL. D. P. X..
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Start Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Start You
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